ABSTRACT:

ESA’s has required that most GOCE L2 products are delivered in XML format. This creates difficulties for the users because a Parser written in Perl is needed to convert the files to files without XML tags. However several products, such as the coefficients of spherical harmonic coefficients are made available on standard form through the International Center for Global Gravity Field Models. The variance-covariance information for the gravity field models is only available without XML tags.

It is suggested that all XML products are made available in the Virtual Data Archive as files without tags. This will besides making the data directly usable by a FORTRAN program also reduce the size (storage requirements) of the product to about 30 %.

A further reduction of used storage should be made by tuning the number of digits for the individual quantities in the products, so that it corresponds to the actual number of significant digits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is very important that potential and actual users of GOCE products have the most simple and easy access to the data, especially the L2 data. Furthermore the storage space used to hold the data should be as small as possible, e.g. eliminating non-significant digits in the elements of the products. In the following the different products will be discussed considering the possibilities for their conversion to formats which may be easily read by e.g. a FORTRAN program.

A description of the products is found in (HPF, 2010).

The best illustration of the problem is by an example of a GOCE product (GO TRF) on XML-format, see Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 is shown the same data on simple tabular form, where insignificant digits have been removed. The first data-set occupies 2264 bytes of storage, while the tabular data occupies only 440 bytes.
The conversion of XML-data is done using a PARSER (HPF, 2011), which converts both L1 and L2 data. The PARSER is written Perl, and support by systems experts will in many cases be needed in order to install the program.

As can be seen from the version number, the PARSER has had to be updated several times due to inconsistencies found by users. It would be fortunate, if the GOCE products did not need a PARSER which is also difficult to install for users who are not computer experts.

2. GOCE L2 products.
The official L2 data are the following

- SST_PSO_2 Precise science orbits with quality report
- SST_AUX_2 SH coefficients for non-tidal temporal corrections
- EGG_NOM_2 L2 gravity gradients in GRF with corrections
- EGG_TRF_2 L2 gravity gradients in LNOF with corrections
- EGG_GOC_2 Final GOCE gravity field model with error estimates and quality report

L2 products may be converted using the PARSER into the following output formats:

- TIME GG FORMAT
- SPATIAL GG FORMAT
- SP3C FORMAT
- COVARIANCE FORMAT
- ROTATION MATRIX FORMAT
- ICGEM FORMAT
- GRID FORMAT

These formats are easily used as input to e.g. a FORTRAN program, however insignificant digits have not been removed.

The gravity field models are already officially available at the standard format at ICGEM (http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/ICGEM.html). The associated Variance-Covariance matrices (VCM) are not used with XML formatting, see HPF (2010, section 5.4).

3. DATA ACCESS

The official products are available using the EOLISA system see, (VEGA Technologies, 2010). This is a general system, with strange features like a “Shop Cart”, known from commercial products. It is directed towards users who needs data from a limited geographical area, while many applications of GOCE will be global per definition. Most data can be downloaded directly, except the VCM. It can only be distributed via a mailed DVD, through a system which for a long period did not work.

Fortunately ESA has developed a Virtual data Archive, where the (registered) users directly may obtain the data. Even the VCM may be easily downloaded via internet.

The gravity field models are available in a NXML form (Non-XML), however not completely standardized. Here ESA should make the product available in standard form like e.g. used for EGM2008 (Pavlis et al., 2008). The format definition for the VCM permit large variations in the actual data-storage. It should also be standardized in order to ease the use of the files.

4. CONCLUSION:

User Access to GOCE data is difficult and scare users away. The ESA XML rule has already been broken, however ESA will not skip the XML-mistake.

Data should be made available on NXML form and XML-form, as needed.

Sice EOLISA is not suited for GOCE data applications, the NXML data should be made available in the Virtual Data Archive.

Furthermore:

1. PARSER needed to convert to Tabular form: SKIP the USE.
2. Delete excess digits in numbers
3. Files will decrease to 30% XML-size.
4. NXML files should be made available in the Virtual data Archive.

If these recommendations are followed, we will see many more users of GOCE data both in research and teaching applications. One may also consider to convert important L1 products to NXML. This would aid in users verifying/checking our basic GOCE data.
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